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Uptime.com has released a slew of updates for November that include SLA reporting, and important 
functionality for accountability. SREs can leverage Uptime.com data via customized reports, with new 
options for subscribers. 

 
Let’s enjoy the calm before the holiday storm with some quick updates and industry news.

What's New at Uptime.com
Downloadable SLA Reports

The Uptime.com SLA Report allows your organization to report on specific checks or systems for the 
purposes of SLA accountability. Create and download a PDF SLA Report for specific checks or 
systems for distribution to clients or team members. 

Find out more in our documentation on SLA Reports.

RSS Subscription Options 
Available for All Status Page Varieties

RSS feeds are available with your Uptime.com Status Page. Enable subscribers and any visitor can 
subscribe to the RSS feed URL provided by Uptime.com.

View our documentation to find out how to enable subscribers in your Uptime.com status page.

Transaction Check and User-Agent Update

The Uptime.com Transaction check tool has received an upgrade to a more recent version of 
Chromium, 86.0.4240.111. Uptime.com Transaction checks also feature a new user-agent along with a 
number of improvements.

See our documentation on the user-agent change, or read up on our Transaction check tool.

Schedule Reports

Schedule a Report to deliver a PDF document to either Uptime.com users or external email addresses. 
Click Reports>Scheduled Reports.

Read more about scheduled Reports in our documentation.

Industry and SRE News from Uptime.com

The Q3 Uptime Report

Our Destimate for Q3 of 2020 is fairly high, which means you can be both incompetent and short-lived 
in this new normal in which we find ourselves. We expect the average business with monitoring and 
minimal IT resources to lose 17.4% of revenue on the conservative side, and as much as 22.35%. 
What we have learned in Q3 is that complacency allows internet downtime to fester.

Read the Q3 Uptime.com Report

What to Do When Your Site Experiences a DDoS Attack

It’s always in the early dawn hours – an SMS alert on your phone forces you to drag up your eyelids 
and look at a text: your site traffic has surpassed its usual threshold. You pull yourself out of bed and 
begin to investigate. Traffic won’t stop and your brain doesn’t want to jump to its conclusion: …could it 
be a DDoS Attack? 

Read on for DDoS Mitigation Strategies

What Customers Say About Uptime.com
“[Uptime.com] allows IT to be able to ensure high service availability.”
 
-Roxanne @ Carnegie Mellon

Thank You for Making Us Your Choice for Website 
Monitoring

Review Uptime.com on G2 Crowd

Like what you see here? Check out our past newsletters for more articles, updates, and information. 
See what's new in our release notes. 
 
Lastly, give us a shout at support@uptime.com if you have any questions.
 
Happy Monitoring, 
 
The Uptime.com Team
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